This paper proposes a novel approach to sentiment analysis that leverages work in sociology on symbolic interactionism. The proposed approach uses Affect Control Theory (ACT) to analyze readers' sentiment towards factual (objective) content and towards its entities (subject and object). ACT is a theory of affective reasoning that uses empirically derived equations to predict the sentiments and emotions that arise from events. This theory relies on several large lexicons of words with affective ratings in a three-dimensional space of evaluation, potency, and activity (EPA). The equations and lexicons of ACT were evaluated on a newly collected news-headlines corpus. ACT lexicon was expanded using a label propagation algorithm, resulting in 86,604 new words. The predicted emotions for each news headline was then computed using the augmented lexicon and ACT equations. The results had a precision of 82%, 79%, and 68% towards the event, the subject, and object, respectively. These results are significantly higher than those of standard sentiment analysis techniques.
Introduction
Natural language texts are often meant to express or impact individuals' emotions. Recognizing the underlying emotions expressed in or triggered by a text is essential to understanding the full meaning that a message conveys. Sentiment analysis (SA) researchers are increasingly interested in investigating natural language processing techniques as well as emotion theories to identify sentiment expressions in natural language texts. They typically focus on analyzing subjective documents from the writer's perspective using frequency-based word representations and mapping them to categorical labels or sentiment polarity, in which text (e.g., sentence or document) is associated, respectively, with either a descriptive label or a point in a continuum.
In this paper, we focus on analyzing objective statements. Unlike subjective statements, that contain an explicit opinion or belief about an object or aspect (e.g., "Seventh Son is a terrible movie"), objective statements present only factual information (e.g., "protestors were arrested in NYC"). Despite the limited research on fact-based sentiment analysis, many factual statements may carry or evoke sentiments (e.g., news articles, blog comments. etc.). Thus, there is a need for a new approach that attaches sentiment scores to objective (factual) statements as well as to the components that make them up. For example, a sentence like "x kills y" will clearly evoke a negative sentiment for the reader, and highly negative (yet different) sentiments towards each x and y (angry about x and sorry about y). Further, our affective evaluation of each entity participating in the event might affect our judgement of the situation. For example, if we know that x is a victim and y is a criminal, then the triggered sentiment will be more positive in general, positive towards x, but still negative towards y.
The proposed method in this paper builds a contextual model that maps words to a multidimensional emotion space by using Affect Control Theory (ACT). ACT is a social psychological theory of human social interaction (Heise, 2007) . ACT proposes that peoples' social perceptions, actions, and emotional experiences are governed by a psychological need to minimize deflections between culturally shared fundamental sentiments about social situations and transient impressions resulting from the dynamic behaviours of interactants in those situations. Each event in ACT is modeled as a triplet: actor, behavior, and object. Culturally shared "fundamental" sentiments about each of these elements are measured in three-dimensions: Evaluation, Potency, and Activity (EPA). The core idea of ACT is that each of the entities (actor, behaviour and object) participating in an event has a fundamental affective sentiment (EPA value) that is shared among members of a culture, and the combination of entities in the event generates a transient impression or feeling that might be different from the fundamental sentiment. Transient impressions evolve over time according to empirically measured temporal dynamics. Emotions are functions of the difference between fundamental sentiments and transient impressions. EPA profiles of concepts can be measured with the semantic differential (Osgood, 1957) , a survey technique whereby respondents rate affective meanings of concepts on numerical scales with opposing adjectives at each end (e.g., {good, nice}↔{bad, awful} for E; {weak, little}↔{strong, big} for P; {calm, passive}↔{exciting, active} for A). Affect control theorists have compiled databases of a few thousand words along with average EPA ratings obtained from survey participants who are knowledgeable about their culture (Heise, 2010) . For example, the culturally shared EPA for "mother" in Ontario, Canada, is [2.74, 2.04, 0.67], which is quite good, quite powerful, and slightly active. The "daughter" EPA is [2.18, −0.01, 1.92], which is quite good, but less powerful and more active than "mother".
ACT is advantageous for sentiment analysis applications, especially those that aim to analyze descriptive events or factual content for the following reasons: (1) EPA space is thought to provide a universal representation of individuals' sentiment; (2) the transient feeling accumulates over the course of several events and, hence, it can model larger structures in text; (3) impression formation can be computed towards different entities in the sentence, giving a more fine-grained description of the sentiments; (4) the EPA values are empirically driven, reflecting a real evaluation of human participants; and (5) the interaction between terms in ACT is compatible with the linguistic principle of a compositional semantic model, which states that the meaning of a sentence is a function of its words (Frege, 1892) .
Our method uses the impression and emotion formation equations of ACT to predict human sentiments towards events. We decompose each sentence into subject-verb-object and then associate subject with actor, verb with behaviour, and object with object in ACT. We then compute the predicted emotion towards each of actor, behaviour and object using ACT equations. We use a semi-supervised method based on Wordnet-similarities to assign EPA values to words that are not in ACT lexicons. We evaluated the viability of using ACT in sentiment analysis on a news headlines dataset that we collected and annotated. This approach yielded a precision between 71% and 82% on the news headline dataset. These results are significantly higher than those results from a method that was trained using bag-ofwords and Sentiwordnet lexicon.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the first section presents the related work in emotions elicitation and sentiment analysis fields; the following two sections describe the proposed method, providing details about affect control theory, impression formation equations, and the lexicon induction method; the last section presents the dataset used in this paper, and discusses the results obtained using our proposed methods.
Related Work
Emotions have been studied extensively in disciplines like anthropology, psychology, sociology, and more recently in computer science. In recent years, fields like affective computing (AC) (Picard, 2000) , human-computer interaction (HCI) (Brave and Nass, 2002) , and sentiment analysis (Feldman, 2013) are also contributing to this area of research, by computationally modeling and evaluating existing theories. Most of the proposed methods in SA and AC have used the appraisal theory by representing emotions with discrete labels such as happy, sad, etc. (Ekman, 1992) . Only several studies have adopted di-mensional theories by representing emotions (core affects) in three-or two-dimensional space: arousal, valence, and sometimes dominance (Russell, 2003) . Although psychological evidence show that words or any other events are emotionally perceived in more than one dimension (Barrett, 2006; Russell, 2003) , multi-dimensional models have rarely been used in sentiment analysis.
In sentiment analysis research, two main machine learning (ML) methods are used: supervised learning or unsupervised learning methods. Supervised learning methods generally use the occurrence frequencies of words that indicate opinion/sentiment and then classify these occurrences as either positive or negative using one of the common classification methods (e.g., Maximum Entropy, support vector machine (SVM)). Many combinations of features have been tried, such as part-of-speech tagging, ngrams, term weighting, sentiment lexicons, term presence, and syntactic dependencies (Pang et al., 2002; Lin and He, 2009 ). In contrast, unsupervised learning approaches often determine the semantic orientation (SO) of a sentence or document by calculating the difference between the point-wise mutual information (PMI) (Church and Hanks, 1990) for its phrases or words with sentiment seeds (Turney and Littman, 2002; .
Other approaches have built more-structured models, augmenting the standard bag-of-words technique with appraisal groups, which are represented as sets of attribute values in a semantic taxonomy (Whitelaw et al., 2005) or considering the interaction between words by using a tree structured CRF based on (Nakagawa et al., 2010) . Another study has taken the interaction between words into account by utilizing the compositional formal semantic models based on Frege's principle (Frege, 1892) . A framework is proposed in in which a sentence vector is a function of the Kronecker product of its words. This approach was evaluated on several datasets and showed promising results and improvement over non-compositional approaches (Grefenstette et al., 2010; Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh, 2011; Mitchell and Lapata, 2008) .
Much sentiment analysis work has focused on extracting emotions from the writer's perspective; only several recent studies have tackled the problem of predicting readers' sentiments. Both (Lin et al., 2008) and (Yang et al., 2009 ) used bag-of-words and linguistic features to classify Chinese news articles (Yahoo!-Kimo news) into one of the user emotional ratings (happy, sad, surprise, etc.) . Another study presents a multi-label classification approach that uses words' polarity, and semantic frame features to classify news article into categorical emotions (Bhowmick, 2009). As a part of the SemEval-2007 task, a number of approaches have been proposed to binary-classify news headlines into positive or negative sentiment (Strapparava and Mihalcea, 2007; Katz et al., 2007; Chaumartin, 2007) .
ACT for Sentiment Analysis

Background
Affect Control theory (ACT) is a new version of symbolic interactionism (Mead, 1938) created by David Heise (Heise, 1987) . ACT proposes that individuals process gestures (including words or events) as symbols or concepts shared among groups of people or culture. These fundamental meanings or 'fundamental sentiments' are defined in a threedimensional space of EPA profile. ACT also proposes that individuals try to maintain the transient impressions, which are generated from the interactions of the events' elements (subject-verb-object), close to the fundamental sentiments in the EPA space. ACT models emotions as arising because of the differences between fundamental sentiments and transient impressions. For example, a person who is powerful but is made to feel powerless will feel "angry". ACT equations (i.e., impression formation equations) are obtained through empirical studies, and they model the process by which the fundamental sentiments of elements in the events are combined to generate a transient impression.
The affective meanings in ACT consist of three components: Evaluation (good versus bad); Potency (powerful versus powerless); and Activity (lively versus inactive). Each affective meaning is measured on a scale from -4.3 (infinitely bad, powerless, or inactive) to +4.3 (infinitely good, powerful, or lively). These meanings are attached to concepts corresponding to identities, behaviors, settings, and modifiers. According to ACT, people from the same cultures and gender share the same fundamental sentiments (EPA) about world concepts (Berger and Zelditch, 2002; Heise, 2007) .
Lexicons of EPA values have been gathered for thousands of words from different languages and cultures including Germany, Japan, Canada and the USA. In general, within-cultural agreement about EPA meanings of social concepts is high even across subgroups of society, and cultural-average EPA ratings from as little as a few dozen survey participants have been shown to be extremely stable over extended periods of time (Heise, 2010) . These findings may seem surprising in light of societal conflicts as evidenced, for instance, by competing political ideologies. Research has consistently shown that the number of contested concepts is small relative to the stable and consensual semantic structures that form the basis of our social interactions and shared cultural understanding (Heise, 2010).
Affect Control Theory
In ACT, each event has at least three elements: actor (subject, S), behavior (verb, V), and object (O). Each of these elements is represented by three values (EPA) that capture the fundamental sentiments they evoke in terms of evaluation, potency, and activity. The fundamental sentiment of an event according to ACT grammar is a nine-dimensional vector:
where e.g. S e represents the fundamental sentiment about the subject (S) on the evaluation (e) dimension. The transient impression evoked by an event is another 9D vector:
where fundamental EPA values are denoted by non-primed symbols and post-event EPA values are denoted by primed symbols. The transient impression τ is computed by multiplying t, a vector of features that are combinations of terms from the fundamental sentiment f , by a matrix M of prediction coefficients estimated by impression-formation research.
For example, the transient impression of the subject's valence, S e , using US male coefficients:
This part of the equation shows that our evaluation of the subject/actor is affected mainly by how the valence of this person and action are perceived by others (positive large coefficients .48 and .425 for S e and V e ). It also shows that powerful actors (subject) or behaviours (verb) are seen a bit negatively (negative coefficients -.015, -.069 for S p and V p ). We also can incorporate the location (settings), which indicates where the event took place such as school, country, and etc., can be achieved by adding the EPA values for the setting and use the coefficient values of the subject-verb-object-location (SVOL) grammar instead of subject-verb-object (SVO).
Modifiers in ACT are adjectives or attributes that modify actor or object (e.g."good friend" or "abusive father"). The impression generated from combinations of identity with modifiers can be calculated as a linear combination of the EPA values of both the identity and modifiers.
where p = {P e , P p , P a }, i = {I e , I p , I a }, and c = {C e , C p , C a } are the EPA profiles for the modifier, identity, and the combination, respectively, and B 1 and B 2 are coefficients estimated from survey data. For example, the "father" affective rating is The deflection, which is defined as the discrepancy between the fundamental sentiment and the transient impression, is calculated by the squared Euclidean distance between the sentiments and impressions given the following equation.
The deflection does not indicate positive or negative emotions, but rather indicates whether or not the event met someone's expectation.
In ACT, the emotion triggered by an event is a function of the fundamental identity for actor or object, i ≡ {S e , S p , S a } or i ≡ {O e , O p , O a }, and the transient identity for actor or object, i ≡ {S e , S p , S a } or i ≡ {O e , O p , O a }. ACT uses the following equation to predict emotions, with empirically measured coefficients as follows:
where E is a 3 × 3 matrix coefficient of the emotion profile, I is a 3×3 matrix coefficient for identity, and δ is a vector of equation constants.
Emotion Elicitation Using ACT
We implement ACT to predict the triggered sentiment of a single sentence as follows: first we extract the subject, verb, object, setting, and modifiers (adjectives of subject and object) and look them up in the augmented ACT lexicon (see section 3.4) to get EPA values (fundamental sentiments, f ) for each word (MacKinnon, 2006) . We next compute the transient impression τ using f and Equations 1 and 2. After that, we compute the deflection using Equation 3, and the emotion towards the subject and object using Equation 4. We then map the resulting EPA scores for emotion to the nearest emotions label in ACT. The ACT dataset (MacKinnon, 2006) has 135 emotion labels, each with an EPA score (e.g., delighted= [2.04, 0.96, 1.48]), and we find the closest label using a Euclidean distance measure. We then compare these emotions ε towards subject and object to corresponding ground truth in the news headline dataset (see Section 4) using root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE). We also discretize the predicted ε and the ground truth into negative or positive EPA values, and compare accuracy of the discretized values.
To extract the sentence's quintet (i.e., subject, verb, object, modifiers, and settings), we implement a search algorithm that takes a treebank parse tree (Socher et al., 2013) and returns a (subject, predicate , and object) triplet (Rusu et al., 2007) . As Rusu et al.'s algorithm searches a parse tree of grammatically correct English sentences, we make some alterations to consider news headlines' grammar. News headlines are often written to be short and precise (i.e., often not grammatically correct), and usually consist of several noun phrases without articles or the verb "to be". They are written in the present tense for current or past events (e.g, terror strikes police base). The past tense verbs are rarely used in news headlines, whereas passive voice sentences are common. The passive voice sentences are often written without an auxiliary verb, which make it hard for standard parsers to distinguish their verbs from past tense verbs and to extract the triplet accurately (e.g, Six killed in accident).
Our algorithm takes a parse tree and performs a breadth-first search and identifies the last noun descendent of the first noun phrase (NP) in the sentence as the subject and the previous descendent as the attributes (in Rusu et al.'s algorithm the subject is the first noun in (NP)). For example, in the sentence Super Bowl-winning quarterback Russell Wilson divorces wife, the actor/subject "Russell" is the last noun in the first noun phase and the previous adjectives and nouns are attributes (modifiers) of the subject. To locate the verbs, (similar to Rusu et al.'s algorithm) the algorithm searches the deepest verb phrase (VP) and returns the first verb (VB) descendent. If the verb is in the past tense, we transform it to passive voice. The algorithm (similar to Rusu et al.'s algorithm) returns the object that is co-located with the verb in the deepest verb phrase (VP). To extract the settings, we look for a noun phrase (NP) sub-tree that has a preposition (at, in, on) and return the last noun. This algorithm yields accuracies of 43%, 53% , and 26% with the ground truth (users' annotations of the subject, verb, and object).
We also consider whether the verb type is transitive, which directly indicates positive or negative sentiment toward something (e.g., x killed y), or intransitive, which transfers sentiments into nouns (e.g., x provides help to y). For intransitive verbs, we choose the second verb as the behavior (verb) in the sentence (e.g., "x provides help to y" will be "x helps y"). We also used part-of-speech tagging to determine the elements of an event and to identify the places and names. The gender of the names is considered by training a naïve Bayes classifier on names-gender corpus of 5001 female and 2943 male names 1 which yielded an accuracy of 86% on classifying names according to their gender.
EPA lexicon Induction
The method described in the last section relies on a lexicon that maps words to EPA values. The ACT lexicon we used originally contains 2,293 words (original-EPA-lexicon) (MacKinnon, 2006) . We augmented this lexicon by adding the Affective Norm for English Words (ANEW) (Bradley and Lang, 2010) data-set that contains 2,476 English words, and the Warriner et al. data-set (Warriner et al., 2013 ) that contains 13,915 words. ANEW and Warriner et al. data-sets were both scaled from the range of [1, 9] to the range of [-4.3,4 .3] using maxmin scaling formula (Han, 2012) . The min-max normalization preforms a linear transformation for a given value x i of A with a minimum and maximum value of [min A , max A ] to x i in range of [min B , max B ] given this formula:
Adding ANEW and Warriner lexicons generated lexicon of 17,347 words (extended-EPA-lexicon). We then randomly divided the extended-EPAlexicon into a training-EPA-lexicon and a testing-EPA-lexicon, with 5,782 and 11,565 words, respectively. We used the training-EPA-lexicon to add more words, using a graph-based semi-supervised learning method called label-propagation, a technique that has been commonly used for NLP (Chen et al., 2006; Niu et al., 2005; Rao and Ravichandran, 2009; Zhu and Ghahramani, 2002; BlairGoldensohn et al., 2008) , and image annotation (Cao et al., 2008; Heckemann et al., 2006) . Labelpropagation is a transductive algorithm that propagates information from a set of labeled nodes (seed sets) to the rest of the graph through its edges (Zhu and Ghahramani, 2002) . The label-propagation algorithm starts by adding all the synonyms and lemmas in WordNet of a specific part-of-speech (verb, noun, adjective, or adverbs) to the training-EPAlexicon. This generates a set of labeled words L = (X l , Y l ) (the 5,782 words with EPA labels), and unlabeled words U = (X u , Y u ), from which we constructed undirected weighted graph G = {E, V, W }, where V is a set of vertices (all the words in the set), E is the weighted edges, and W is an n × n weight matrix (affinity matrix) n equal to the size vocabulary |V |.
We initialized the labeled nodes/words with the EPA value of the words observed in the training set, and the unlabeled nodes/words with zeroes. We computed the weight matrix using the WordNet similarity (Wu and Palmer, 1994 ) between the two words x i and x j . Wu and Palmer's similarity is equal to the depth of the least common subsumer (LCS, the least common ancestor) divided by the summation of the depth of the two words in the WordNet taxonomy.
sim wup (w 1 , w 2 ) = 2 * depth(LCS) depth(w 1 ) + depth(w 2 )
Each edge E ∈ (v i , v j ) has an associated weight T ij , which is the row normalized weight w ij of the edge between v i and v j . The labels are then propagated to adjacent nodes by computing Y ← T Y . After each iteration the labeled nodes Y l are reset to their initial values (see Algorithm 1).
The label propagation algorithm generated 167 adverbs, 3,809 adjectives, 11,531 verbs, and 81,347 nouns, with their EPA ratings in which 10,249 of them are in the testing-EPA-lexicon. To evaluate the validity of this approach, we compare our generated EPA ratings for these 10,249 words with those from the testing-EPA-lexicon (from ACT/ANEW/Warriner datasets). The results are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . The resulting EPA are equally distributed between -4.3 and +4.3. We used two metrics to compare the results: root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE). These metrics were both close to 1.0 for E, P, and A, suggesting that there is a reasonable degree of agreement between the induced and manually labeled EPA values. It is worth mentioning that due to the limited numbers of adverbs in the ACT lexicon, and because the Wordnet-similarity measure that compares only words of the same part-ofspeech, only several adverbs were generated using label-propagation algorithm.
POS W RMSE MSA E P A E P A Adjectives 378 1.2 1.2 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.8 Adverbs 5 1.0 1.1 1.3 0.7 0.8 0.9 Verbs 2,787 1.2 1.1 0.8 1.0 0.9 0.6 Noun 7,079 1.3 1.1 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.7 Total 10,249 1.3 1.1 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.7 Table 1 : The results of comparing the induced lexicon using label propagation and ground truth EPA values (POS= part-of-speech, W= the number of the induced words, MAS=mean absolute error, and RMSE= root mean squared error
Datasets
We evaluated the proposed method on a newly collected news-headlines dataset. We collected 2080 news-headlines from a group of news websites and archives (BBC, CNN, Reuters, The Telegraph, Times, etc). The news headlines were selected randomly from the period from 1999 to 2014. Through Mechanical Turk, we recruited participants located in North America with more than 500 approved hits and an approved rate above 90%. We asked the participants to locate the subject (actor), behavior (verb), and object of each sentence and to indicate their emotions towards them and towards the event (as a whole) in the EPA format ∈ [−4.3, +4.3] (where -4.3 indicates strongly negative EPA value and +4.3 indicates strongly positive EPA value). The dataset was annotated by at least three judges per headline. We excluded any ratings that were filled with blanks, zeros, or similar values in all the fields. We also excluded the answers that did not have the appropriate subject, verb, or object form (e.g., behavior=Obama, subject=as). We also excluded all the answers rated by less than three participants. This screening resulted in 1658 headlines that had a mean EPA rating of 0.80, 1.04, and 1.02. Of these, 995 headlines had a positive evaluation score and 663 headlines had a negative evaluation score. Some examples from this dataset can be seen in Table 5 . 
Results
Our model (the augmented lexicon, and ACT equations) was evaluated in predicting the evoked sentiment towards the headlines as a whole by comparing the discretized evaluation (E) score ∈ {0, 1} (where 0/1 indicates negative/positive emotions, resp.) of the generated EPA to the ground truth. This evaluation was performed using different configurations (Table 3) : (1) Using users' annotated triplet (ACT-UA) (i.e., subject, verb and object), the model yielded a precision of 75% compared to the ground truth. (2) Using the parse tree triplet (ACT-PTT) (see Section 3.3 for details), the precision dropped to 71%. (3) Adding the adjectives ( modifiers ) and settings to the subject, verb and object, which we will called parse tree quintet (ACT-PTQ) yielded a higher precision, with 82% precision in comparison with the corresponding ground truth. These results were also compared to the results obtained from a standard sentiment classifier (STD-calssifier) that uses occurrence frequencies of positive vs. negative words using SentiWordNet (Das and Bandyopadhyay, 2010) . This classifier yielded a precision of 57% in comparison to the ground truth (Table 3) . The parse tree quintet (ACT-PTQ) were also used to evaluate the ACT predicted emotions towards the actor (subject) and the object in the headline (Table 4). Three metrics were used in this evaluation: precision, MAS, and RMSE. We used precision to compare the disctized EPA scores ∈ {0, 1} and MAS and RMSE to compare the real EPA scores ∈ [−4.3, +4.3] . As shown in Table 4 , the RMSE and MAS are almost all less than 1.5, and the precision varies from 67% to 79% across discretized E,P,A for subject and object. To put these results in context, a difference of 1.4 in the EPA space would equate to the difference between "accusing" someone ({−1.03, 0.26, 0.29}) and "pun- Table 3 : Results for sentiment classification of news headlines dataset using ACT and standard sentiment classification method, ACT-PTQ = ACT using the parsing tree quintet, ACT-UA = ACT using users' annotation, ACT-PTT= ACT using the parsing tree triplet, STDclassifier= Standard classifier using SentiWordNet {0.19, 0.79, 0.76}) , or between the identity of "mother" ({2.48, 1.96, 1.15}) and "girl"({1.96, 0.67, 0.99}), or between the emotion of "joyful" ({2.43, 1.97, 1.33}) and "euphoric" ({1.42, 1.09, 0.99}). These words seem quite close in an affective sense, which indicates that our sentiment analysis method is able to uncover sentiments at a level that is reasonable on an intuitive level, and shows the method's power in uncovering sentiments about specific elements of sentences.
Discussion and Future Work
Human emotions are more complicated than several labels or binary scores. ACT models emotions in a three-dimensional space which is found to be a comprehensive and universal representation of human emotions, and models emotions towards eventor fact-based sentences as a combination of several emotions towards their entities (subject and object).
To evaluate the effectiveness of using ACT in sentiment analysis, we chose to analyze news headlines as they represent real-world statements that describe single or multiple events/facts. Analysing sentiment in news headlines is a challenging task for several reasons: (1) news headlines are ungrammatically structured, which makes it hard for standard parsers to extract their words' part-ofspeech and dependency correctly; (2) they are written to be short and precise, providing little information for typical bag-of-word classifiers to work properly; (3) they are objective, containing words that might not exist in the commonly used sentiment lexicon. To overcome the limitation of news headline sentiment analysis, three main contributions that we present in this paper: (1) we extracted the sentences' triplets by considering the headline grammar and structure; (2) we augmented ACT lexicon using label-propagation and word similarity; (3) we model the interaction between the words in the sentence by modelling the transient and fundamental sentiments.
The label propagation algorithm generated 96,853 words in which 10,249 of them are in the testing data set. The EPA values of these words were found to be quite close in the affective space to their corresponding ground truth, Table 1. Table 2 also shows several good examples of the generated EPA and their corresponding ground truth. The label-propagation results could be further improved by adding words antonyms and by employing another similarity measure. The results of predicting the sentiment towards the event and their entities as shown in Tables 4, 3 , and 5 are computed using only the ACT lexicons and the ACT impression formation equations. With such a simple, parsimonious and theoretically wellgrounded approach, we are able to compute finegrained sentiment analysis in a dimensional space that is known to be a universal representation of human affect. Mapping these three-dimensional EPA scores to a specific emotion provides a detailed label for objects and subjects within a sentence, as shown in Table 5 . For example, in a sentence like" Russia says 4 militants killed in Dagestan siege", the reader will be feeling negative, yet different emotions towards the subject "furious" and the object "sorry". Table 5 (obtained with ACT-PTQ) shows the deflection (d), emotions towards the events (ε), and towards the subject and object (e a ) and (e o ) of some of the examples in the data set. As shown in Table 5, we can see that the deflection (d) is very high when we do not expect an event to occur (e.g.,"Baby dies after being left in car for over 8 hours"). The deflection in this sentence is high (17.42) because the EPA value of the object "Baby" is equal to Table 5 : ACT model's results on news headlines, d=deflection, ETS, ETO= emotion towards subject and object, T e = emotions towards the event (ground truth), ε=emotions towards the event (ACT), and e s , e o = the evaluation value of the emotion towards subject and object. Parse elements are coded as: subject, verb, object, and . . . . . . . setting.
[2.40, −2.28, 2.58], which is considered to be quite good, quite weak, and quite active identity and a car is considered to be a quite positive place, with EPA value equal to [1.62, 1.65, 2.01]. While if an event took place in a war zone or if the subject has negative evaluation, the deflection will not be very high (e.g., "Bomb kills 18 on military bus in Iran") the deflection is equal to 3.40 because "Bomb" has a negative evaluation. In Table 5 , we can see the emotions (ε) and the ground truth evaluation toward the events (T e ) are often quite close.
The aforementioned results are obtained by extracting single subject, verb, object, modifier, and setting. These results could further improved by taking adverbs (e.g, "lived happily"), phrasal verbs (e.g,"get along" and "get back"), numbers (e.g,"45 killed"), and negations (e.g.,"no more funding") into consideration. Finally, accumulating the emotions of multiple consequent behaviors could also be very useful. For example, in the sentence "Man arrested after beating cops in a restaurant" the behavior will be "arrested", and "beating" is not taken into account. We could address this using more complex parse trees and accumulating the emotions of multiple behaviors by considering the previously generated sentiment as the fundamental sentiment. Finally, using ACT predictions to bootstrap supervised learning could also yield improvements.
Conclusions
We have proposed a new direction for sentiment analysis, employing Affect Control Theory (ACT) to assign different emotions towards eventsbased/objective statements and their entities (subject, object). Unlike the majority of sentiment analysis models that are trained on highly subjective words to obtain descriptive labels, our model incorporates ACT, that models emotions as points in three-dimensional space, and analyzes how objective texts trigger different emotions. We use a semisupervised method based on Wordnet similarities to compute emotional ratings for words not in the ACT lexicons. Evaluated on a news headline dataset, our model yielded higher accuracy than a widely used classifier, with a highest precision of 82%. We also analyzed the sentiment evaluation of ACT on (actor/subject and the object) in the news headlines, yielding a precision of 79% and 68% when analyzing the emotions towards the subject and the object, respectively. These results have been obtained without performing any supervised learning and without taking consequent behaviors, phrasal verbs, or sentence negations into account. Thus, they demonstrate the potential of ACT for sentiment analysis. Affect control theory can also handle consequent behaviors and modifiers. In future, we plan to augment our method with more complex levels of detail, gather more extensive datasets, and evaluate ACT for more precise and detailed sentiments.
